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SPORTS
Tiger Baseballers To Meet Gamecock Squad Tomorrow Afternoon;
Track Team Also To Meet Carolina This Weekend; Wofford Goes
Down Before Tiger Nine, 10-1;
Ralph Fennell Ties Conference
Pole Vault Mark Unofficially.

NEWS
Honor System Approved By Corps;
Blue Key Taps Eight Outstanding
Juniors, Ben Goodale, and Rube
Fike; James Dickson Named Editor Of Next Year's Taps; Student
Body To Vote On Constitution
Tomorrow Night.
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Blue Key Taps Eight Juniors Today

TO HEAD TAPS:—Here are the men who hold
the top positions on the staff of the 1942 Taps.
Left to right: James H. Dixon, Anderson junior
who will be editor-in-chief of the yearbook;

D. L. Grantham, Savannah, newly appointed
associate editor; and M. H. Alman, who will serve
as business manager. Other appointments are
listed elsewhere in the paper.

Other Staff Men
Named By Retired
Staff Members

Goodale, Fike
Also Named To
Honorary Frat

To Begin Work
Immediately

Worms Will Have
Brief Initiation

James H. Dixon, pre-med junior
from Anderson, was today named
editor-in-chief of the 1942 Taps,
retiring editor Ed Hallman announced. Dixon and his staff will
take over immediately and begin
work on next year's book. D. L.
Grantham, architecture junior from
Savannaft, was named to succeed
associate editor Dick Caughman.
Mack H. Alman, dairy junior from
Union was named business manager, succeeding Heywood Simpson,
of Anderson. Other members of
the staff are advertising manager
John Harvey, literary editor Bill
Poe, photo editor Vic Foster and
sports editor J. P. Hodges. W. C.
Kibder and R. S. Woodhurst were
named layout artists.
The retiring members of the 1941
staff other than those named above
are, J. C. Hartley, A. H. Driver,
H. C. Zerbst, G. E. Shirley, E. R.
Denny, F. K. Hinnant and J. A.
Garner.

Two Semesters Of Summer
School Be Held As Planned Fellers, Hollis,
Coker To Head
General Science
Honor Society
Larry W. Coker, general science
junior from Turbeville, was last
night elected president of Sigma
Tau Epsilon, general science honor
fraternity. He will succeed Prank
H. Horton; of Columbia, as leader
»f the group.
Other newly elected officers are
H. H. Holmes, on Conway, vicepresident; and Olin B. Cannon, of
Newberry, secretary and treasurer.
Coker was elected at a dinnier
given the club by Dr. James E.
Ward, head of the economics department and faculty adviser of the
grouj). Formal initiation of Gains
M. Rogers, only junior eligible for
membership this semester, was
completed at the meeting.
The club voted to give the top
ranking sophomore in the school
of general science a dictionary at
the honor day exercises this spring.

No More Blue Slips
This Semester Says
Registrar Gus Metz
Clemson professors were this
week notified that no blue slip
deficiency reports would be issued this year. This action, ordered
by Registrar G. E. Metz, was made
necessary because of the nearness
of the date for the reports to examination week.
The order, as sent out, Is af follows:
Since the current six-week period following the March 17 deficiency report will end so near the
beginning of examinations, there
will be no call for reports of deficient work or exceptionally good
work during the remainder of this
semester.

ROTC Camp Not
To Interfere With
Summer School
Summer school will be held' on
the Clemson campus this summer
as usual, despite rumors to the
contrary, it was announced this
week by Dean W. H. Washington,
head of the education school.
Rooms for more than three hundred students have been reserved
in third
barracks.
The ROTC
training camp to be held on the
campus this summer will in no
way interfere with th operation of
the school.
Most of the faculty for .the two
six weeks sessions has been selected, and the teachers will be
announced in the
near future,
Dean Washington said.
Within a few days a list of the
courses to be offered will be announced, and Clemson students
will be given the opportunity to
indicate the courses that they desire for the first and for the second terms of summer school. Final plans for the curriculum are as
yet incomplete.
Work taken and passed in summer school will have full application toward graduation. Work previously failed may be made up
without loss of credits.
The first session of school will
begin on June 9.

Crenshaw Wins
Appointment To
Naval Academy
William Powell Crenshaw, electrical engineering freshman from
Charleston, was this week notified
by Congressman Mendel Rivers of
his appointment to the United
States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland.
Crenshaw, an honor student of
the freshman class, received the
primary appointment on the basis of competitive examinations he
stood in March.

'Boobie King' Be
Elected Friday
By Student Body
Voting will take place tomorrow for the
election of
Clemson's first "Boobie King,"
when the
members of the
student body will vote for who
they think is the "Ugliest Man
In The Student
Body." The
results of the election will be1
announced in the next issue of
the Tiger.
Members of Alpha Phi Omega, the national scouters fraternity, who
are spoonsoring
the election, will be stationed at the guard room all day
distributing ballots for a penny
apiece. The ballots will not be
signed and anyone may vote
as many times as he desires,
officials of the fraternity say.
The funds collected will be
used for campus activities.
The election was previously
scheduled for last Friday, but
was postponed a week because
of conflicting college activities.

Ag Fair Steering
Committee Named
T. E. Garrison, vocational education junior from Anderson, was
last Monday named chairman of
the steering committee for the
second annual
agricultural fair
which will be held here in the
spring of 1942. Other members of
the newly
appointed committee
are Walter Hobson, dairy junior
from Belton, and L, A. Williams,
agronomy junior from Denmark.
The committee will have charge
of promoting the fair next year,
until a general manager shall be
selected by the student body. The
members of the agricultural faculty will serve in advisory capacities.

Gettys To Head
Agronomy Frat

Heyward Fellers, agronomy junior
from Prosperity, was Tuesday night
elected president of Kappa Alpha
Sigma, national,honorary agronomy
fraternity, succeeding" Marshall Walker, of Rock Hill.
\
Harris Hollis, Rock Hill, junior,
was elected vice-president, succeeding John Sharpe, of Anderson. R. E.
Gettys, of Lugoff, was named secretary, succeeding Z. T. Ford, of
Nichols.
The newly elected officers will
serve for one year.

* BROTHERHOOD OFFICERS:— Frank
Thames, Julian Dusenbury, and Walker
Gardiner, newly elected officers of Ti-

ger Brotherhood, local honor and serfraternity.

vice

Honor System Approved By
Students By 2 To 1 Majority
Second Edition
Slip Stick Out
The second edition of Clemson's engineering magazine,
The Slipstick, will be delivered
tonight, Jack C. Hartley, editor,
said last night.
Included in the April issue
are articles on the vectroscope,
telephone communications, the
Tennessee Valley Authority,
and the new lab for chemical
engineers.

Open Letter From The Clemson
Commandant To The Cadet Corps
I want to take this means of expressing to the Cadet Corps my
very deep appreciation for its splendid behavior and manly conduct
over the week-end when so many visitors were on the campus for the
Taps Dance. One could not ask for better pehavior or more gentlemanly conduct than was exhibited by the Cadet Corps on this occasion.
While this fine example of gentlemanly conduct was expected, yet in
the light of a few incidents on the part of some of our visitors and
comparison of their conduct with that of the Cadet Corps as a whole,
I feel your good conduct should be called to your attention as a reminder that such conduct isn't always evident in other groups of
citizens as was exemplified on Saturday night. Keep Vour reputations
clean; you will profit by it.
Unfortunately there were some of our visitors whose conduct was
not so commendable, and I am wondering if our C. D. A. representatives can't devise some scheme for excluding such individuals from our
dances on future occasions. The type of people I refer to and the
type that caused the trouble Saturday night contribute nothing to our
dances. On the other hand they give the dances a bad reputation and
we can easily do wihout their presence. If these people must drink,
get drunk, and put on a drunken scene, then let them do it in their
home towns and not bring a bad reputation to Clemson by putting on
drunken parties here. And while I am on the subject of drink, may I
state that I hope our local merchants who are dependent upon the
trade of the cadet corps-for a livelihood, and who deal in intoxicating
beverages of any kind, will assist us in keeping this rough element out
of Clemson. This can be done only when they are willing to cooperate
with the College authorities in keeping down the sale of intoxicating
beverages on special occasions. It is the sale of these beverages that
attracts this element.
I am happy to say that the conduct of the .Cadet Corps was splendid and was free of any complaints of the kind we have to make
against some of our guests' of Friday and Saturday nights. Their assistance in controlling the situation over the week-end was greatly
appreciated.
/
H. M. POOL, Colonel, Infantry, Commandant.

Corps Will Vote
Again After Trial
Period Is Over
Celmson students voted by an
approximately two to one majority last week to give the proposed
honor system a short trial period,
Pinkney Eve, chairman of the
honor system committee announced this week.
The system as approved by the
corps will put the student body on
a modified honor basis. Professors
are requested, although not required, to remain in the rooms
during quizzes and to report any
cheating. Students will be urged,
although not required, to report
any evidences of cheating which
they may happen to see.
The plan, will set up a disciplinary committee of students, who
will be elected by
the various
classes and schools in the college.
Action on all reported cases will
be left to that board. All business,
both trials and reports, will be regarded as confidential by the committee, and there will be absolutely no
publicity
regarding the
cases.
Final decision as to whether the
system will be adopted permanently will rest with the student
body, Eve said.

YMCA Cabinet To
Camp York Rally
Members of the old and new Y
Cabinets are scheduled to attend
the Spring Rally Conference of
the YMCA and YWCA to be held
at Camp York, P. B. Holtzendorff,
secretary of the Y, said this week.
Camp York is near Kings Mountain, approximately 10 miles from
York.
Representatives from most South
ern Schools have been invited.
The representatives will consist of
cabinet members,
new officers,
and other officials. The" meeting
will be used as a training period
for these representatives.

Loudspeakers
Be Installed In
Barracks Soon
All contracts for the loud speaker
system to be presented to the school
by the senior cfass have been let,
and actual installation will begin
as soon as the equipment begins to
arrive, R. Roy Pearce, president of
the senior class, said Tuesday night.
The central control board, which
will be located in the guard room,
and the speakers for both the first
and second barracks, will be install,
ed before the end of this semester,
Pearce said. "By graduation time
we'll have something to show the
alumni and the seniors," ,he said.
Loudspeakers will be installed on
every hall in each of the eight
barracks before school begins next
fall, according to present plans.
D. J. Watson, superintendent of
buildings and grounds, is in charge
of the work.

Collings Presents
Paper At Academy
Of Science Meet
Dr. Gilbert H. Collings, head of
the agronomy
department, will
present a paper, "A Classification
or South Carolina Soils", at the
annual meeting of the South Carolina Academy of Scinece, which
will be held this year at the University of South Carolina on Saturday, April 26. Other of the faculty and experiment station are expected to attend the conference, as
well as Dr. G. H. Cillins, junior, '37,
who will present a paper.
During
the meeting a junior
academy of
science for high
schools over the state will be organized under the
direction -of
Professor R. E. Ware of the zoology department.
Dr. H. L. Hunter, of the chemistry school and, Dr.' Collings are
on the executive council of the
academy.

Eight outstanding juniors in the
student body were today tapped to
membership in Blue Key, national honor leadership fraternity, at
chapel exercises. The men were
selected because
of their outstanding qualities
of integrity,
character, leadership, and ability.
The men named were F. H.
Thames, chemical engineering junior from Charleston; J. D. Dusenbury, agricultural economics junior from Florence; J. G. Young,
pre-med major from Florence; J.
H. Dixon,
pre-med junior from
Anderson;
Wade Padgett, enginering junior from Columbia; D.
R. Sosnowski, chemical engineering
junior from Charleston; C. B.
Lesesne, general
science junior
from Columbia; and W. S. McDonald, general science junior from
Georgetown.
Professor Ben E. Goodale, of the
dairy department, and Dr. Rube
Fike, former graduate
and now
head of the Steiner Clinic in Atlanta, were named
to honorary
membership in the light of their
outstanding contributions to Clemson.
HONORS
Thames:— Master Alchemist of
Alpha Chi Sigma;
president of
Tiger
Brotherhood, Regimental
Master Sergeant; member Alpha
Phi Omega.
Dusenbury:. Vice-president of
Tiger Brotherhood; president junior class; Battalion Sergeant Major; member Young Democrats;
YMCA Cabinet; "Who's Who" In
American Colleges and Universities."
Young: Brigade Sergeant major
Tiger Brotherhood; YMCA Cabinet; "Who's Who
In American
Colleges and Universities."
Dixon: Editor
Taps, member
Pre-Med club, member Junior Y.
Council.
Padgett: Football captain, All
State guard.
Sosnowski: President of YMCA,
Tiger Brotherhood, Alpha Chi
Sigma.
Lesesne: Co-Editor of The Tiger; Brigade Master Sergeant; Tiger Brotherhood; "Who's Who In
American Colleges and Universities"; Gamma Alpha Mu.
McDonald: Editor of The Tiger;
Gamma Alpha Mu.
WILKERSON PROMOTED
Second Lieut. Harry J. Wilkerson, of the Commandant's staff,
was yesterday promoted to the rank
of first lieutenant in the infantry
Lieutenant Wilkerson will remain
here in his present capacity.

By Their
—WORDS—
At one time I had the reputation
of being the most reckless man in
the Geological survey.
—Calhoun
I've seen worse technique, but I
don't remember where.
—zurBurg,
Don't put that in the Tiger.
—Ward.
Why doesn't somebody say something?
—The Editors,

orms Will Undergo Brief Initiation Period

Julian Dusenbury

James Dixon

Buddy Lesesne

Frank iriames

Givens \ oung

Waiter McDonald

Wade Padgett

Dick Sosnowski
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Golle6iateDi6est
My my, what won't those Zooites
think of next? It seems that they
now have a wireless system between the dormitories. Whenever
one gal in South wants an assignment from another in Main, all she
has to do is trip the wireless key
and her troubles axe over.
The
set only runs on a few dry cells,
but it seems to have definite possibilities. Why not put,an oscillator
on it and send a few messages
over here? There are many radio
minded cadets here, and I am sure
that the Federal Communications
Bureau would not mind if they
knew it was in the interest of romance.
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To The 1941 Tops-A
True Work Of ArtThe 1941 issue of the Taps is being distributed to the students this week. The
concensus of opinion of the students is
that the Taps this year is even better than
the Ail-American edition of last year.
The book, which included thirty pages
more than last year, has a theme of student life. The whole effect is informal,
picturing the true activities and relations
of student life.
Snapshots of student activities are scattered throughout the pages, instead of being restricted to a definite section.
Both Editor Hallman and Associate
Caughman, with their staff, should be
proud of the work they have done.
We congratulate them!

Invitation Dances Should
Improve Clemson StandingOn the front page of this week's paper
is an open letter to the cadets commending them for their attitude during the
dances this past week-end. There was some
trouble at the dances, Colonel Herbert M.
Pool, the writer, admits, but he places the
blame on undesirable visitors.
It is Colonel Pool's personal suggestion
that outsiders may not be allowed to attend Clemson dances except by invitation.
This has also been suggested, or hinted at,
by other college officials.
Although a large part of the cost of the
Clemson dances is paid by the outsiders
visiting Clemson, it is held that the effect
of the orderly dances will bolster the reputation of the dances held here enough to
draw many more dancers than needed to
overcome the loss.
We think this is % good idea. But we, as
students, would want ^o be sure that it
remains within the right of the students
to invite whom we please. We would gladly
assume responsibility for the conduct of
our guests.
No one wants to bolster the good standing of Clemson more than we of the student body.

For Worms OnlyTo the Blue Key Worms
Dear Worms:
You have been recognized for your student leadership by being extended an invitation to join Clemson's most exclusive
fraternity, Blue Key.
I cannot impress upon you too much
that you have been given more than an
honor. You have also been given a job.
Your job is to serve Clemson. That is the
slogan of Blue Key—service.
Representing almost every phase of college life, as you do, the student body and
college officials justly expect you to uphold the high standards which the majority of former Blue Key members have
attained.
To DUSENBURY, THAMES, DIXON,"
YOUNG, LESESNE, PADGETT, SOSNOSKI,
and MCDONALD—Your Job is a hard one.
There is plenty to be done at Clemson.
The student body expects you to do
things, not ride on your present glory. You
were elected to Blue Key because you have
shown in the past that you can be counted upon to accomplish things.
Above all, remember that you no longer
reflect the character of an individual.
Whatever you do, good and bad, will be
looked upon as a function of Blue Key
and the leaders of the Clemson student
body.
Remember, too, that the calibre of the
leadership determines the progressiveness
of an institution. As members of Blue Key
you hold that key.
Tom Clemson.

The Tiger this week salutes Mr.
James Corcoran Littlejohn for the long
years of fine work he has done as
Business Manager of Clemson College.
For years Mr. Littlejohn has gone
about his work without calling attention to it; but nevertheless getting results more than should be expected. It
is his hard task to supervise the business transaction of the college and to
act as its agent, besides the work he
does every year in presenting the needs
of the school to the legislature.
We salute him because of the many
things that he has done for Clemson
and Clemson men. He is a true Clemson gentleman.

We Will Not Strike!!!

• USELESS INFORMATION •

:

vrTUDErTO-vTPEND 21,000 HOURS A
YEAR .STANDING IN REGISTRATION
• i • LIN&y • • '

Talk of the
i

Yesterday was the day designated by the
American Youth Congress as the date for
a nation-wide strike against War. According to the propaganda sent out by that
organization, students in colleges all over
the United States, would, on April 23,
walk out for the movement sponsored by
that organization to stop all American
aid to Britain.
With'keen interest we have looked forward to the date set for the strike. There
was no walkout at Clemson College, nor
were there walkouts in other South Carolina' Colleges.
Because we are red-blooded Americans,
we hold no truck with the insane dictates
of the Youth Congress, who, in our opinion, are not worthy of the name American.

It Is Spring AgainLast Spring at this time we wrote,
"Spring has sprung war." -At this time
last year Mars was just beginning to come
out of his winter hibernation and stir
about. We claim credit for a bit of foresight, because we solemnly warned that
the German army was not to be underestimated, that the Kaiser's staff made.
And' they didn't. France underestimated
the power of the Germans and fell in her
complacency, and England weathered the
storm partly because the Germans underestimated themselves and were not prepared to make an invasion when it had
the best chance to succeed.
Again, Spring has sprung war—after a
winter of it. Greece is playing host to the
German army, and the Mediterranean and
the Atlantic are the playgrounds of Uboats, surface raiders, and long-range
bombers.
The most popular parlor diversion again
this Spring is trying to figure out what
Adolf is going to do next.
Out of all this, one thing is certain. Of
all the moves short t>f an invasion attempt
on the British Isles, Hitler has made and
has been making the most significant
move of the war in its present stages.
That is the so-called Battle of the Atlantic.
If Hitler can maintain and supplement the
blockade of the British Isles, all will be
lost before another winter is half gone.
This inevitably leads to the question of
what the United States is to do. We affirmed our determination that England
must win by the passage of the Lend-Lease
Bill.
Or didn't we mean .what we said? Did
we pass the Lend-Lease Bill in a moment
of weakness, or didn't the country as a
whole realize what was at stake?'
If HITLER can whip England by blockade,
can America afford not to take steps to
defeat his purpose? The reasons for intervention, for the passage of the LendLease Bill, are as important as they were
two months ago, or even more so.
We're in the damn war, and we might
as well make up our mind to an inescapable, if extremely distasteful, fact. Whether we were dragged in by war-mongers,
the Administration, England, or any other
reason, is unimportant now.
We are waging unofficial war against
the Axis, and it seems to be the will of the
majority. At the same time, we are timid,
wavering, afraid, vacillating, and hesitant
to take obvious steps to assure victory.
Well, we feel that there is a job to do.
There isn't enough room in the world for
a victorious Axis and us to live in peace
together.
For a chance of peace in the future, the
only course seems to be strife today. So
be it. But let's do all we can, and do it
quickly.
So, Spring has sprung war. Next year,
God willing, perhaps we can say, Spring
has sprung Spring.
N. C. E.

Town
By Mitchell Simmons
In the main, Clemson students who are away from
school burning receive hospitable treatment. In the main,
too, they make a lot of friends, and meet a lot of interesting people. Sometimes they are even of service to the motorist who gives them a ride.
Here are a few illustrative stories:
Recently a Clemson student was burning out of Charlotte. It was a very hot, dry day, and to cut down on body
wear and tear and to keep from heating up, he took a
stand near the center of the city to get a ride. His chances
of getting a ride would have been better further out, but
there was the matter of getting heated up to be considered.
Well, pretty soon after taking his*
into the house, to find an expectant
stand, a traffic officer drove up
mother who had almost waited too
and said, "Hey, Buddy, you can't
long to call the hospital.
bum outta this tcwn." The Clemson
The Clemson boys manned the
student allowed that if he couldn't
stretcher, carried the woman to the
bum out of the town he didn't know
ambulance and climbed in to dash
very well how he would get out of
off to the hospital. When they
the town. Because he, as usual, was
reached the hospital the woman
broke.
. ,
The traffic officer suggested that was a mother.
The driver thanked the students
the student climb into his car with
profusely, and carried them cut to
him—and he would solve the proba much better bumming corner.
lem for him. The student immediately got visicns of a small, four. JIMMIE LEVER dug up the best
cornered cell—but what is there to
yarn.
do when a traffic officer says get
Recently Jimmie was bumming
in the car with him. So he got in
out of Darlington at night, and
the car.
But the officer drove away from a Carolina girl picked him up. Both
Jimmie and the girl, of course,
town. Not toward the can. In fact
boasted loud and long of the merits
after a five minute drive he stopped
of Clemson and Carolina.
at an intersection and told the
Pretty soon Jimmie had a chance
Clemson student that he was out of
to prove a pcint of his argument.
the city limits—and that he would
A large black sedan, which had a
find burning much better there.
Clemson Tiger and an IPTAY stickThey bcth wished each other luck,
er on the back glass was driving
and pretty soon the student got a
ride. He still injects a very friendly immediately in front of Jimmie and
note about Charlotte traffic officers the Carolinian.
"Pass that car," said The Senain most of his bull sessions.
tor, "blowing your horn, and I'll
bet the driver will immediately idenANOTHER STORY deals with, two tify me as a Clemson man—and
sophomores who were bumming in you'll see how friendly Clemson men
a small North Carolina town. Bum- are—they speak to all Clemson men
ming was not so gcod. Pretty soon anywhere."
an ambulance screamed up to the
The Carolina girl reluctantly comcorner and the driver shouted for plied. With a lot of horn blowing
the fellows to climb in the back. her car came on even ground with
They did.
the other car and Jimmie perched
After dashing along for a few for his big "How Yawl." When he
minutes the ambulance stopped in looked into the car, however, it was
front of a house, and the driver, completely filled with Negroes.
still without explaining, told the
Jimmie hasn't figured that one
fellows to follow him. They rushed out yet.

Letters To And
From Tom Clemson
Dear Tom:
Believing your column to the
best medium through which I can
thank the members of the senior
class and since it is impossible
for me to thank them individually,
I wish to take this opportunity to
express my sincere appreciation to
the members of the class of 1941
for their whole-hearted support and
co-operation in the planning and
completion of* class projects, and
for their class loyalty which have
been the biggest factors in the making of the best senior class ever to
graduate from Clemson.
I would like to express my thanks
to the company commanders for
their time and hard work devoted
to the- collection of class dues, and
especially do I want to express my
appreciation to Captain H. H. Robinson, the first company commander to complete the collection of dues
from class members on his company.
As president of the senior class,
and on behalf of the other class
officers, again to them go our
sincerest gratitude for the priviledge of serving as their class officers. It has been not only an honor
but a pleasure serving a group like
the class of 1941.
Sincerely Yours,
R. Roy Pearce.

THE PAYOFF
The Coca-Cola Company had
bank night much against its will
last week, as an Emory student
hit the jackpot.
Intent upon getting his midnight
coke, our Emory friend dashed to
the Coca-Cola dispensing machine,inserted a nickle, and waited ....
Nothing happened. Still calm, but
a bit irritated, our young hero,
deftly dropped in another nickle
and waited. There was a grinding
sound
and a great gushing of.
gears, and out came a bottle of
coke. He raised the icy cold container to his lips and prepared to
drain it to the dregs when he hear
another
great clanking noise,
and out popped another bottle.
Pleased at his good fortune, he
set it aside . and was about to attack the first one again, when out
popped another.
\ Suspecting that something unusual was happening, our friend
decided to call for help. All the
while the machine kept burping
up bottles of Coca-Cola.
Soon a mob gathered, and everyone began to drink cokes, and the
machine continued to come across
with cokes. The situation became
serious. The 45 boys who were
gathered about
the effervescing
machine began to lack the courage to even look a coke in the
face again. Yet the machine
ground on. It was a losing battle
for the students of Emory University, when finally an electrician
came to their rescue. He cut the
current off Just as the magnanimous machine
was delivering its
167th Coca-Cola.
WE HICKS
When the news that R. O. T. C.
camp would be held here at Clemson was circulated about, the reactions were varied.. The one which
struck our eye was found in the
L. S. U. DAILY REVEILLE.
It
was announced to all that R. O. T.
C. camp would be held at Clemson in the state of South Carolina, a little town 18 miles frqm a
railway station and 30 miles from
the nearest town.
We wish to state that the above
statement is false and merely propaganda. We're only one mile from
a railroad and 18 miles from the
nearest town ... so there!
,KISS TECHNIQUE
Here is a little something that
might be of interest to our elders. The Furman annual, THE
BONHOMMIE, printed the following instruction in its 1923 issue,
entitled How a girl should act while
being kissed.
1. When a man first kisses you,
struggle fiercely at first and then
appear to be gradually overcome by
his strength.
2. Close your eyes and hold yourself rigid, relaxing a bit if the kiss
endures.
3. Take your breaths in little
short gasps.
4. Let a variety of expressions
flood your face—anger, sorrow, and
despair, joy-it is important that all
be registered.
5. Struggle occasionally as if \o
free yourself.
6. Scratch or bite if the opportunity presents itself, but do not
dig too deeply.
7. As he is about to release you,
faint if possible.
Take notice gals!
i

Shoot the
SHOW

Friday, April 25th"POT OF GOLD"
Dear Tom
James Stewart, Paulette Goddard
DO YOU WANT YOUR GRADE? and Horace Heidt star in this meThis is the
only question
lodious picture patterned after the
asked a student when brought
radio program of the same name.
up before the student council
Laughs galore and plenty of swell
music by Horace Heidt's band.
of fifteen members under this
Saturday, April 26 Double Feature.
newly proposed experiment to
"GIVE US WINGS" AND
determine the advisability of
"ISLAND OF DOOMED MEN"
an honor system at Clemson.
No previews.
No effort is
made to prove
Monday, April 28th
guilt. The whole strength of
"THAT UNCERTAIN FEELING"
this system lies
within this
No previews.
question and the reply to this
Tuesday, April 29th
question. The honesty of the
"ADAM HAD FOUR SONS"
reply to this questioned Is reA highly dramatic story of a fathlied upon.
er and his four sons, and their
The student answer "no" to
struggles for happiness.
Itrelates
this question will
receive a
the period of the first world war
zero on that particular quiz.
and the following years. Warner
If the student answers "yes,"
Baxter and Ingrid Bergman head
he will receive
the regular
the cast supported by Susan Haygrade on that quiz if reported
ward, fay wray and Johnny D6wns.
by a student, but if reported
Wednesday, April 30, Aft. May 1.
by a faculty member, the fac"STRAWBERRY BLONDE"
ulty member has the privilege
This is a remake of the old Gary
to give the grade he deems
Cooper picture "One Sunday" AfJustifiable, even if the student
a grade he does not deserve.
asserts that he does want the
There may be some students
grade.
who will ignore honesty when
It is urged that faculty membrought before the council, but
bers hold no grudge against a
the student and faculty honor
student who acknowledges his
system investigating commitdesire not to accept a grade
tees believe that the good that
on a particular quiz, but that
this system can do will more
an attitude of sympathy and
than compensate for the good
helpfulness be expressed toit may fail to do.
wards such a person. It is hopPINCKNEY EVE
ed that no student will want

—that better dances may have
been held, but he missed out on
'em.
-—oscar says—
>—that Bobby Howell's blonde
date from Georgia University was
the cutest thing that he's seen in
a long time—Petty's dream of a
sun tanned cigarette ad.
■—oscar says—
—that from all he hears, strictly
invitation dances are to be the
thing next year.
■—osear gays—
—that the window at the south
end of second barracks did double
duty this week end. In and out all
night long.
-—oscar says—. —that if we have another week
end like last one he (oscar) will
pever get to Heaven.
—oscar says—
—that the football field was
strangely deserted Saturday night.
Too chilly for even the snakes, or
most of 'em.
■—oscar says—
—that the party in the Taps
room was ROUGH!
—oscar says——that it was was offly condescending of Whiteman to actually lead
the orchestra for that number the
other night. As a matter of fact,
he was there for a few minutes
Friday night too.
—osear says—
—that spring is really here. The
wild azaleas down by the field
house are in full bloom, and the
dogwood tree in the corner of the
main building looks like a snow
bank.
•—oscar lays—
' —that something ought to be
done about the way some of these
orchestras murder the Alma Mater.
Whiteman's arangement was messed up like a bowl of Mexican chili.
>—oscar says—
—that the sunrise was beautiful
Sunday morning, but he knows
about three juniors and a senior
who thought they were still looking at the moon.
—oscar says—
—that when Tucker Brunson
opened the package from the OAO
that looked like her pix, he could-

n't even say "snake," when he
saw his picture, he was so surprised. And he (oscar) wonders
how the picture got busted when
the wrapping wasn't disturbed at
all.
■—oscar says—
—that the dames who were doing the bareback riding on their
escorts in the quadrangle were
amusing. And it wasn't their
mounts that were bareback, either.
.—oscar says—
—that if Colonel Desportes would
start dressing for the dances before ten-thirty, his date wouldn't
have to sit outside ■ and pine away
for him.
-—oscar says—
—that this past week-end was a
dry run.
—oscar lays—
—that you can feel with some
of the people all the time, and
all of the people some of the time,
but even a Carolina football player should know better than to pick
on ah Army Colonel.
-—oscar says—

—that the way all of the nut
boys had their shirts belly band
tight at the false alarm retreat
Monday. But there'll come a day
when Scabbard and Bleed really
will tap.
•—oscar lays—
—that he (oscar) promised otherwise, he just couldn't help mentioning the cute date he comrades
with.
•—oscar lays—
—that
he
nominates Colonel
Poole for dash man on the track
team after his brilliant capture of
Lockwood of the Citadel. Charleston's
mayor couldn't talk him
(Lockwood) out of that pinch.
•—oscar lays—
—that Geese Greene finally reached the "Lover Stage" by defeating six others in late-dating that
girl from Hartwell.
■—oscar says—
—that Handsome Jack DesPortes has finally been set back that
well known notch. Was it Jack
Jones' wings, or is she just seeking new fields of conquest?

Would You Vote For An Expanded Honor
System If The Present Proposed Honor System, If Installed, Is A Success? Why?
By STILES STRIBLING
Ed Brooks (2) Penns Grove, N.
J.
Yes. I think if this experiment works, within three _ or four
years we can have an established
honor system which will work as
well here as it works in any other school.
Jack Courson (3) Clarksville, Ga.
Yes, I'm all in favor of it. It'll
enhance Clemson's reputation and
make it easy for us to get jobs.
A. E. Parsons (1) Andrews. Yes,
we need an honor system. It will
give the college a lot better name.
F. S. Winstead (2) Mullins. How
can I graduate if we get an honor
system!
T. W. Noel (1) Charleston. Sure,
it would be a good thing. The real
thing ought to work if the trial
plan does.
M. O. Berry (2) Smoaks. Yes.
We need something
to promote
honesty and we need every chance
we can get.
J. Y. Clowney
(3) Columbia.
Yes, I'll vote for it. ClemBon men
have built up a good reputation in
industry which they need to keep
up.
E. D. Roberts (2) Athens, Ga.
Yes, because Clemson needs an

UAYEt
By MAYNARD PEARLSTINE
WHITTLING BOY
By ROGER BURLINGAME
Biographies of Eli Whitney are
all too few, for writers find it
difficult to gather the scant material and documents on his life.
But Roger Burlingame, after exhaustive research, has given us
more than a boigraphy of Whitney,
He has told the story, in the
writer's own words, "Of the birth
of an idea in the mind of a
genius who reached beyond the
crumbling patterns of his time."
As a youth in Massachusetts,
ternoon".
Jimmy Cagney is cast
as a dentist who is in love with
Rita Hayworth, but marries Olivia De Havilland when Rita marries his rival. Cagney becomes VivePresident of a contracting company, but is sent to jail framed by
his rival. The end of the picture
concerns his revenge.
Thursday Night
"THE DEVIL COMMANDS"
Another Boris Karloff chiller.
This time he's a scientist as usual,
this time dealing in brain waves.
He dashes about stealing bodies
from cemeteries and killing people,
but is finally killed himself— per
usual.

honor system in the first place.
W. A. Boyles (I) Summerville.
Yes, I'll vote for the real thing.
S. B. Veal (2) Greenwood... Yes.
It's something that we need and
always have needed. It should help
the school in a good many respects.
W. M. Hobson (3) Belton. Yes,
even if
this experiment proves
successful, it can't completely correct the errors now prevalent here
at Clemson.
F. W. Freeman (1) Charleston.
If it works, I'll vote for it.
We
need a working honor system.
R. J. Betters (2) Pittsfield, Mass.
Yes, I'll vote for an expanded system. I think an honor system is
just what we need to round out
the educational set-up at Clemson.
W. W. Fowler (1) Lockhart. Yes,
if this one works, I'll vote for it.
I'd like to see an honor system
at Clemson.
\J. O- Dysart (2) Greenville. Yes.
provided the new system has some
provision giving strict punishment
to those caught cheating, because
I believe
that this st the only
thing that some of the boys can
understand.
Eli evaded farm work to spend his
time in his father's machine shop.
He loved it, and was known over
the countryside for his pnbwress
in handicraft. He went to Yale,
however, to study law, but here
too he had a chance to make use
of his mechanics, for^ to the astonishment of the professors, he
repaired a delicate instrument that
they thought must be sent back
to England
for parts.
After
Yale, in Georgia at the Green
plantation,
he made his first
cotton gin, and many years after were spent in
improving it
and fighting for its patent rights.
Mr. Burlingame presents Eli
Whitney as a man born to do a
job, and pictures him married to
his work. This view of Whitney
seems a little cpld, and unnecessarily so, for one would imagine
that the inventor of the cotton
gin had warm and friendly associations. Whitney was a hound
for work, though; himself a tireless worker, he expected much of
the men under him.
Our mass production of today,
based on specialization in industry,
was started by Eli- in his shop.
He invented machines of many
types that a young inexperienced
boy could handle, machines that
would turn out identical parts and
so hasten assembly. With this rise,
of course, came the downfall ol
the skilled worker; a thing Whitney
hated to see for he himself was a
master craftsman.
Whittling Boy is easily read in
the flowing style of the author,
and slight gaps, where material
facts could not be found, are fictionized as nearly true to actuality
as possible. This book is written
for igh school
and College students.
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Clemson Highlights As Caught By The Tiger Photographer

FORENSIC OFFICERS:—Frank Barnes, Rock
Hill electrical engineering junior who was last
Thursday elected president of the Calhoun Forensic Society, is shown here as he received the
official robe from outgoing president, R. L. Stoddard. Other newly elected officers as shown left
to right are: E. E. Dodson, Columbia, sergeant-

.

at-arnts; R. H. Strange, Sumter, corresponding
secretary; R. F. Poole, Clemson, secretary and
treasurer; F. A. Gregg, Florence, second vicepresident; W. H. Goggans, Newberry, first vice
president; Aiken Mays, chairman Calhoun State
Forensic Tourney; and J. H. Stevenson, Marion,
who will serve as critic for the society.

EXECUTIVES:—Editor
Associate Editor Dick
Heyward Simpson look
year's hard labor. The

Ed Hallman, (center),
Caughman (left), and
over the product of a
1941 Taps. Distribution

*

of the yearbook started Tuesday and will continue until all student have received their
J»ooks, they say.

BIRDS OF A FEATHER:—Sticking together. Or beating out, as
Paul Whiteman left the torrid festivities of the dance floor, to join
Clemson's famous midget beat-out Max Lightsey, who couldn't even
break the habit of beating out at one of the best dances of the year.

BUILDERS:—Now that the field house has
been completed. Business Manager J. C. Little John, and Building and Grounds Superintend-

ent Dave Watson, are planning for the new 20,000 seat stadium to be built on the campus immediately behind the field house.

HONORED:—Clemson's Ambassador of Good Will who has recently
been on a speaking tour that reached from Ohio to Alabama. This
week he was awarded the Scroll of Honor, by the Anderson Daily
Mail, which included a full page sketch of his activities. Dr. Daniel
retired last year as Dean of the school of general science.

DISCKQRDS;—Here are the newly elected members of Mu Beta Psi, honorary music society,
undergoing their final initiation. They are John

Sanders, Bobby Jones, Jimmy Epps, George Williams, Marian Brackett, and Willie White.

INITIATES:—Here are the prominent agronomy
juniors who were last week inducted into Kappa
Alpha Sigma, national honorary agronomy fraternity. Reading first row, left to right are: Robert Burch, Florence; Douglas McFaddin, NewZion;
J. C. Holliday, Six Mile; J. R. Lester, Prosperity;

and S. S. Rogers, Blonhiem; second row: David
Aiken, New Zion; J. P. Hodges, Blonhiem; R. P.
Alston, Rembert; D. C. Bryant, Swansea; and
J. R. White, Sumter; third row: L. A. Williams,
Denmark; H. H. LeMaster, Gaffney; H. D. West,
Bowman; and A. D. Lewis, Marion.

FINISHED:—Is the Clemson college field house and WPA Superintendent W. A. Jenkins and Head Coach stand back and admore
the handiwork. Started approximately twelve years ago, the construction on the building'was resumed last summer and the building was completed during the first of April.

Y CABINET:—Here are the members of the newly appointed YMCA cabinet, who will serve for
one year. The cabinet will assist the officers of
the YMCA in the student administration of the

SUPERLATIVE:—Here's Joe Sherman, the best
college publicity man in the United States, as
he gets a tip on another of his Clemson headliners. One has but to read the daily newspa-

Y. First row: C. H. Brown, W. S. Jackson, and
J. F. Hare. Second row: T. C. Moss, J. L. Sanders,
E. M. Johnson, R. C. Blair, and M. R. LeRoy.
Third row: W. W. Gardiner, and Elmore Blanton.

pers to see the quantity and quality of his work
in advertising Clemson. He sends on an average of four to six stories about Clernson every
day to newspapers all over the south. ,

^-All Photos by Hufford
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Students To Vote On Government Constitution Tomorrow Night
Ballots Will Be
Collected By The
First Sergeants

*—

EDITOR:— Harry Sturgis, textile engineering
junior from
Bock Hill, who will edit next
year's edition
of the Freshman YMCA Handbook. Sturgis
and his
staff have started
work on the book which will
be distributed at the begnning
of the next
school year in
September.

Bell Representative
To Be Here Tuesday
Dean S. B. Earle announced yesterday that a representative of the
Pennsylvania Bell Telephone Company will be on the campus Tuesday, April 29 for the purpose of
Interviewing potential employees for
that company. The represenative,
Dean Earle said, will interview mechanical, electrical, civil, and chem.
Jcal engineering students.
HAVE BANQUET
Members of the -Clemson Flying
Cadets will have a banquet at
Charlies Steak House in Greenville,
Friday night, according to Claude
Poole, head of the group. Members
are still eligible to attend if they
Bee Goody Thomas by tonight,
Poole said. The group will leave
Clemson at six-thirty.

N. E. MARCUM
Jeweler
Easley, S. C.

FIRST POLICY ISSUED
FEBRUARY 1. 1843

The Mutual Life
Ins. Co.
Of New York
James C. Pridmore
(Clemson Class 1909-

The student body will vote on
the proposed constitution for government of the corps tomorrow
night, R. Roy Pearce, president of
the senior class, said last night.
Votes will be case on the special
ballot which appears in this issue of the Tiger. They will be
collected by company first sergeants after long roll, Pearce said.
The constitution
was formally
approved by Dr. Robert Franklin
Poole, president, early this week.
The board of trustees passed it
last weekend with no
revision
whatever.
If passed by the student body tomirrow night, the constitution will
be incorporated into the revised
cadet regulations.
The contitution, which is divided
into three articles, fixes permanently the membership and methods of election for the senior
council, which will still be the
governing body, defines explicity
the council's powers and duties, and
establishes permanent dates and
procedure for all class elections.
Here is the constitution as approved by the Board of Trustees:
PREAMBLE
We, the students of Clemson Col.
lege, believing that student government is both helpful and benefical
to all concerned, do ordain and establish this constitution for the
student body of the Agricultural
and Mechanical College of South
Carolina-Clemson College.
ARTICLE I
Section I—Student government
shall be vested in the Senior
Council.
Section II—The Senior Council
shall be composed of the President
of the senior class, who will be the
charman of the Senior Council;
Vice-President of the Senior Class,
who will be chairman protem; Secretary and Treasury of the Senior
Class who will be the Secretary
and Treasurer of the said Council,
and the Senior Class Historian. In
addition, 7 members of the Senior
Class will be elected by popular
vote of the rising Senior Class to
be mebers of the Senior Council
and help with the administration
of the student government.
Section III—No person shall be
a member of the Senior Council
who shall not have maintained a
C average in the school in which
he is studying (see amendment
change).
Section IV—The Senior Council
shall not have an appointed date
on which to meet, but they shall
meet at any time which is deemed
necessary by the President of the
college or the Chairman of the
Council or by any member of the
Council with the approval of the
chairman.
Section V — The Senior Council
shall meet in the office of the
President of the College when a
meeting is called. The Secretary
will notify all members of the
meetings and prompt attendance is
obligatory.
ARTICLE II—FUNCTIONS
Section I — The SSenior Council
will act as a disciplinary and corrective Council over all judical
functions of the Student Body

District Manager
Piedmont Area

NICK'S BEST DINER

Woodside Bldg.
Telephone 2177

World's Best Hamburger

Greenville, S. C.

Curb Services
N. Main St.
Greenville

For Good Things To Eat . . .
STOP AT PETE'S No. 2
N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

Manhattan Shirts

Dobbs Hats

ANDERSON'S FINEST

MURCHISON'S INC.
Main at Earle

Anderson, S. C.

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
-AT-

MAYFAIR GRILL
MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

William C.Rowland
Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Clemson Close-Ups

—By I. Herbert McCoy

Phi Eta Sigma
Accepts 25
Honor Freshmen
Twenty-five honor freshmen were
last last accepted for membership
in Phi
Eta Sigma, the national
freshman honor society, according
to an
announcement by Walker
Gardiner, president of the fraternity. In order to be eligible for
membership
a minimum grade
point ratio of seven-and one half
must me held by' those members of
the freshman class who are accepted.
Those accepted are:
Thomas S. Armour, George E.
Bradley Robert C. Brown, John W.
Califf, John V. Cathcart, Wm. P.
Crenshaw, Joseph W. Davis, John
R. Dickson, Elloitt R. Dobson, Leland O. Drew, Laconla H. Hance,
Rob't. A. Hogsed, James H. Horton, Edgar Hutto, Jared S. Johnson, Henry C. Jones, Prank W.
Leitner, Pelton A. McEntire, Wm.
M. McKenzie, Benson C. McWhite,
Joe G. Mann, Geo. C. Norton, Henry M. Simms, Lynn Rogers and
Thomas Vuksta.
CLYBURN TEACHES AT
PARKER HIGH
Reverend D. A. Clyburn, pastor
of the Clemson Methodist church,
will teach a one week course in
Making a Christian Home at Parker High School in Greenville next
week.
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After entering- 10 amateur contests and winning them all, Bill
Stolberg, Hofstra college freshman,
is advising Hofstra's professional
musicians to turn amateur and
make more money.
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Ballot

THE DE-LUXE DINER

Clip this hallot, fill out
and hand to your first
sergeant.
I (am) (am not) in
favor of the proposed
constitution.

NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER

Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
Greenville, S. C.

Signed.
without interfering with the Military Department. It shall be the
duty of the Senior Council to recommend punishment of any student for conduct that would tend
to bring discredit upon himself and
upon the Student Body of Clemson
College.
Section II—The Council shall
draft its open rules and regulations. Any student brought before
this council shall have a right to
a hearing and a defense counsel if
he so desires.
Section IIII — Any man feeling
that he is unjustly punished by the
Military Department can plead his
case before the Senior Council upon
approval of the President of the
College, the Commandant, and the
Charman of the Council.
Section IV—The Senior Council
will from time to time meet with
the Deans and the faculty to discuss faculty and student relationships.
Section V—The Council" will request permission to be allowed to
meet with the Clemson College
Trustees at some meeting to present
the problems of Clemson at a voice
of the Student Eody.
Section VI—All Senior Class acti.
vities shall be in charge of the
President, Vice-President, Sec. and
Treas. and Historian of Senior
Class. And class meeting shall be
called with major matters pertaining to the class.
All Junior, Sophomores, and
Freshman class business will be
handled likewise.
ARTICLE III—ELECTIONS
Section I—The retiring Senior
Class officers will on the first
Monday in May call a meeting of
the Junior Class, at which time
nominations will be made for
President, Vice-President, Sec. and
Treas., and Historian for tne rising
Senior Class. Votes for nomination
will be made by show of hands and
two nominees for each office will
be agreed upon by the class. The
following day from 12 to 1 o'clock
the nominees for the different offices will be heard in a 5 minute
talk in the college auditorium. The
polls will open at 1 o'clock and
votes will be taken in until long
roll. The ballots will be printed,
and each ballot will be correctly
scratched and signed, or they will
be declared void in the counting of
the votes. The retiring Senior Class
officers will count the votes and a
majority of 1 vote will be enough
to declare a winner.
Section II— The following Wednesday of May the newly elected
using Senior Class officers will
hold similar nominations for rising
Junior Class, but there will be no
speeches made the next day by the
nominees. Polls will open at 9 o'clock and close at retreat. Votes
will be counted by newly elected
usinb Senior Class officers.
Section III—The 7 Senior Coun-

LEAVING: — Professor C. P.
Philpot who has resigned as
head of the forge and foundry
department of the school*of
engineering."

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

DAVIS
TIRES and TUBES
Fishing Tackle, Auto Parts and
Accessories, Good Penn. Oil, Bicycles,
Radios, Seat Covers, Sporting Goods.

TAPS STAFF:—Here are the men who round
out the staff of the Taps for 1942. Top row, left
to right: John Harvey, Jacksonville, Fla., advertising manager; Bill Poe, Greenvilel, literary
ANDERSON SPEAKER
Dr. David R. Jenkins, of the de-

Everything In Good Hardware
Always A Pleasure To See
and Serve You.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Greenville, S. C.

Western Auto
Associate Store
SENECA, S. C.

partment of rural sociology, last School education center of Anderon the subject,
Tuesday night spoke at a chapel son. He spoke
meeting of the
West
Market "Citizenship and Democracy."

cil members will be nominated
Thursday of election week and
shall be voted upon the following
day. The newly elected rising Senior
Class officers will call the class
meeting and ask for nominations
of candidates, and from the list
nominated from the floor, the 14
getting the highest number of votes
will be nominees. From these 14,
seven will be elected the following
day.
Section IV — Sophomore and
Freshman class officers will be elected during the first week of October
the following semester. The Junior
Class officers will hold the election
and count the votes.
Section V—One must have maintained a C average in order to be ■
m
eligible to hold a class office.
UJ
Freshman are excepted.
Section VI—All ballots will be
printed.
They will be handled 111
through the guard room window.
Each voter getting one ballot. All
rvotes must be signed.
ARTICLE IV—FINANCES
Section I—All finances will be U
handled by the individual classes
each class handling their own
money as they see fit.

CAROLINA'S BEST

editor; and Vic Foster, Gaffney, photo editor.
Bottom row: J. P. Hodges, Blenhiem, sports editor; R. S. Woodhurst, Abbeville, and W. C.
Kinder, Kingstree, lay-out artists.

X

.CUT HERE.

1941 Clemson College Summer School 1941
First Term: June 9-July 19—Second Term: July 21-August 23
Enroll for one or two terms.
A wide variety of courses will be offered for Teachers, Clemson Students, and
others. Representative fields are:
EDUCATION COURSES

REGULAR COLLEGE COURSES

Primary
Elementary
Vocational
Administration
Secondary

English
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Social Sciences

SPECIAL COURSES
Farm Shop
Auto Mechanics
Cosmetology
Music
Commercial

What do you need to qualify for a desired position? Or to hasten graduation?
List below courses desired. They may also be offered.
1.
2

c

H
X
m
7*

-•

3
Name

Address

■

Fill out. Clip this form. Mail or bring., to office of
W. H. WASHINGTON, Dean.
Clemson College Summer School,
Education Building, Clemson, S. C.
•CUT HERE- ■.*■»■■■■■■.■■•■.■■•■■■
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Tiger Baseball A?J Track Teams lo Tackle The
South Carolina Gamecocks Here And At Columbia
The Tiger Track team continued their winning ways
this past Saturday by taking their fourth straight meet of
the season from Furman's thin-clads, 7 1^3 to 3 2-3. Norman's crew now boast a season's record of four victories—
over P. C., Newberry, Georgia, and Furman—against no
setbacks. In beating the Purples, the Clemsons took 10 of the 14 firsts with Harold
Pasley the only Tiger "double" winner of
the.meet with top spots in both the 120high and 220-low hurdle events.
Clemson has one of the most well-balanced, all-around track teams to be assembled in recent years. With capable performers in all dashes, hurdles, distances, and
the field events the Tigers seem in line to
take their second successive state title in the state meet to
be held at Presbyterian College May 2nd and 3rd.
PASLEY STARS
Leading the Tiger cinder-mashers in points scored this
spring is Harold "Li'l Abner" Pasley, football end and high
and low hurdler for Norman's aggregation. With one exception Pasley has been the first to the tape in both hurdle
events in every meet this season, and has compiled a total
of 46 points. In the sesason's opener, Kimball of Newberry
won the 220-lows. Walter Payne, Fennell, Ivey, Dickerson,
Beckett, and Captain Marshall Walker, crack Miler, have
also been adding their points to the Clemson total at every
fracas. Ralph Fennell in the pole vault; Johnny Beckett,
two-miler; Frank Ivey, broad jumper; Pasley; and Walker
all have spotless records thus far.
COACHES MOVE
Tihs week Head Coach Howard and his entire
staff of assistants moved their offices over to the new
addition to the field house. The new arrangement puts
all the coaches, Joe Sherman, publicity director, and
Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward together where everything should click. The completed field house with
its facilities for taking care of visiting teams, its offices, dressing rooms, and rooms for showing pictures,
etc. plus the stadium which is to come will give Clemson one of the most complete and modern athletic
plants in the country.
OF BASEBALL
On the diamond the Tigers continue to win some and
lose some. In the state race Clemson's baseballers are going
at a .666 rate having won four while dropping two contests.
This past week Clemson dropped a tough one to Furman's
Hornets Friday when the Purples' Bill Byers won his own
ball game by hitting one of Holliday's curve balls out of the
lot with two mates aboard in the 9th frame. The Tigers
came back strong from this setback and took encounters
from Erskine and Wofford by overwhelming scores.
At Furman, the Hornets scored first getting two
runs in the first two innings on two hits, a walk, and
a Tiger error. Then in the 3rd, Berry opened the Clemson's half with a single, followed by Belk's getting
safe on an error and then Buchanan hit a homer to
score three runs and put Clemson in the lead. The
Hornets trailed up to the last of the eighth when Wages
round-tripper brought in two scores to tie the game up
at 4-all. Clemson tallied again in the last frame to
gain the lead, but Furman snatched the game out of
the fire in their last time at bat with Barnett's single
followed by pinch-hitter Munroe's base hit and topped
off by Pitcher Byers' game-winning circuit smash.
In a game featured by numerous base hits the Tigers
took Erskine's Seceders into camp for the second straight
time Saturday by a score of 10 to 2. By a 6-run splurge in
the first inning Clemson piled up a commanding lead that
was never contested throughout the engagement. Henry
Buchanan, captain and regular first sacker, took to the
mound for the second time within the week and allowed
the Flying Fleet only four scattered bingles. On the preceding Tuesday he went the route against the strong University of Georgia nine, alowing only five hits while finishing on the wrong end of a 3-2 count. Jay Good took the
hitting honors in the Fleet-Tiger affair with two home runs
over the left field fence.
Winston Holliday gave Wofford's Terriers only five
hits Tuesday while the Clemson team was collecting 14
safeties off the offerings of Calvert and Wis won liis
second game of the season 10 to 1. Hits, runs, and errors
were plentiful throughout the game with the Tigers on
top all the way.
ODDS 'N ENDS—The Tiger baseball team has been
crippled to some extent this past week with Bob Berry and
"Ace" Parker out of action because of injuries. Berry, regular shortstop, is out with a pulled leg muscle while Parker, first string catcher has a bum finger from a foul tip.
Meanwhile George Coakley has been hitting like a-house
afire .... Another baseballer fulfilled the requirements
for admission to Clemson's "Kings-of-Swat" club in the
Tiger-Erskine encounter Saturday. Jay Good, sophomore
second sacker, poled two over the left field fence to mark
the first time this year that s,uch a feat has been accomplished. Among the players who have blasted round-crippers already this season are Blalock, Buchanan, Berry, and
Parker .... Former Clemson stars back here for Taps Saturday include "Red" Sharpe, captain of Clemson's confer
ence champs of the past football season; "Rock" Calhoun,
captain of the '39 Tiger cindermen; and Hubert "Goon"
Miller, who played a tackle on the Clemson football team of
thirty-eight . . . "Scoop" Latimer has even heard about our
man Buchanan's pitching and hitting prowess. Here's what
he says about him—"Big league scouts keeping books on
Clemson's Henry Buchanan as a hard-hitting first baseman
are also making notes of the southpaw's prowess as a pitcher. He's generally regarded as the best prospect in Palmetto college baseball this season . . . Buehanan is hitting
an even .400 in eight games, with two doubles, two homers,
and a triple among his 12 hits." ... It looks right much
like Tiger tackle Carrol Hambright is gonna be in the army
come July 1st. He has his orders and if no deferment, etc.,
intervenes he'll be on the inside looking out . . . Fennell the
pole vaulter again—This past week he hit a new high—
went 13' 3" to unofficially tie the conference mark . . .
The man who, they say has improved more than any other
Tiger Trackster is one said Sophomore Sill, an 880-man.
He started from scratch the first of the season and his last
start resulted in a first-place five .points against Furman.
. . . Clemson's Rat baseballers under coach Walter Cox have
have been coming along nicely. They open hostilities today
against Brevard Junior College.

Tiger Trackmen
To Face Crack
Carolina Team *
The Tiger trackmen will meet
their toughest foe this coming Saturday when they come up against
the Gamecocks.
Riely, Carolina ace dash man,
is sure to be a definHe threat to
the Clemson sprint iwo as he recently covered the 100 yr. dash in
9.8 sec. Carolina is also well fortified in field events, being unusually strong in the discus and
Javeline.
Several records will be on the
"Block" in this meet especially the
440 and the Pole-vault. Anyone of
four men has a chance in the 440,
Cargill, Lachicotte, Dickerson, and
Goodman. Fennel is .slated to clear
around 13"3" in the Pole-vault. This
will tie the record, and if he is
pushed he may rise to greater
heights. Jim Pasley, Clemson's leading point-gather with a total of 47
is expected to keep up < his average
in both hurdle events and the
broad jump.
Prank Ivey, Sophomore broadjumper, one of the four undefeated
members of the team, has improved
from 20' 4 1-4" in the. first meet
to 22' 4 1-4" in the Furman meet
last week. If this improvement continues he will be in view of the
record, 23' 3 5-8".
Should the Tigers emerge victorious in the Carolina meet, they
can probably continue on to take
the state meet.

SCOREBOARD
BASEBALL
Results:
Clemson 5 Furman 7
Clemson 10
Erskine 2
Clemson 10 Wofford 1
THIS WEEK
April 25. Carolina at Clemson
April 2.8 P. C. at Clinton
TRACK
Results;
Clemson 87 1-3 Furman 43 2-3
THIS WEEK
April 26. S. C. at Clemson
"TENNIS
Results:
Clemson 7 Erskine 0
Clemson 4 Wofford 3
Clemson 6 Furman 1
THIS WEEK
April 28th. Erskine at Due West
April 30th. Wofford 'at Clemson

Freshman Team
To Play Brevard
The Tigers freshman baseball
team will meet the Brevard Junior
College team here in their second
game of the season. Walter Cox
has his charges in fine shape for
the encounter as they have been
scrimmaging the Varsity with some
regualrity and have come out victoriously almost as regularly.
The probable starting line-up for
the "rats" is:
Price
Outfield
Joy,
Outfield
Coker
_
Outfield
Pursley
,
l b
Vuksta ,
2 b
Mims
3 b
Jordan
s s
Robinson
,. c
Martin
p
In their only start this season
the "Baby Bengals" were set back
by Georgia Military Academy by
the score of 5-3. This was very
early in the season before Coach
Cox had a chance to get his boys
very well organized or set in their
positions. George Price and "Rat'"
Martin loom as the potential sluggers of the team. "Rat"x Vuksta'
from Bethlehem, Pa., has shown
some promise as a keystone sacker,
handling himself especially well on
double play set ups. Charlie Rabinson, the magnanomous catcher, is
instrumental in keeping . the boys
on their toes by his continuous
chatter besides doing a good job
of handling the pitchers.
Texas College of Mines and Metallurgy is building a $55,000 chemistry building.

Bowl At Clemson
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Tiger Diamond
Men Win Over
Erskine 10-2

STUDY IN STRAIN:—Here's what it takes to
make a champ. The strain shown on the features
of Clemson's Cleo Fennel seems to be justified,

for he has already broken the State record and
smashed the Conference record in an unofficial
high jump of thirteen feet six inches.

Fennel Expected To Break
Conference Vault Record
By LARRY COKER
If everything is "right" on the
afternoon of May 17th at William burg, Virginia, the Southern Conference may hoist a new loop pole
vault record over the 13 foot, 3 inch
mark set by Ross O'Dell, of Clemson in 1928. And the vaulting king,
should the old champ be dethroned,
will probably be another Clemson
product.
Black-haired Ralph Fennell,
Clemson's current ace of the vaulters, has a feeling that "if my
chance comes on the right day, I
believe maybe I'll be able to do
it".
Backing Fennell's ambitions is a
leap of exactly 13 feet in the Tigers' opening meet of the season
in mid-March. It was an exhibition
jump and he made no effort to
climb still higher into the ' track
stratosphere that afternoon.

Holder of the South Carolina
State record with a jump last year
of 12 feet, 6 5-8 inches, Fennell is
in his second year of ccllegiate
vaulting and is showing improvement by fractions of niches, monthly. Already this year he has gained
a clear six inches over his best leap
of the 1940 season.
Nineteen years old and a junior
in the Clemson school of Vocational
Agricultural Education, Fennell is
one of those self-made jumpers to
whom vaulting is as natural as
breathing. Admiration for a high
school star who could go 11 feet
started the Loris, S. C. boy on the
trail to vaulting honors.
"Borrowing" a bamboo cane from
cne of his mother's rugs at the age
of nine, young Ralph siarted his
career on the back fence and-quickly progressed to a set of home-made

standards. The dropping of track
by the Loris high school team forced the present Tiger star to continue jumping merely as a hobby.
He was his own coach, trainer,
audience, and follower until he reported for freshman track at Clemson two years ago. Last spring he
came under the guidance of A. W.
"Rock" Norman, Clemson's cinder
mentor, and almost immediately established a new South Carolina collegiate record.
This year he has his heart set on
that conference mark of 13 feet
three inches owned by Ross O'Dell,
and next year—well, that may be
another story. Confidentially though
(and for goodntss' sake don't start
spreading it around) he dreams at
night of someday shattering the
theoretically impossible vaulting
height of sixteen feet.

Clemson Trackmen Win Over
Furman To Keep Clean Slate
Clemson's 'trackmen won one of
the most decisive victories of the
season last Saturday by defeating
the Furman team 87 1-3 to 43 2-3
at Furman. Clemson won ten first
places out of fourteen heats. Clemson's Jim Pasley and Furman's "Breezy" Braziel both turned
in double wins and were the ohly
ones in the meet to do so. Pasley
took both hurdle events, and Braziel swept the dashes, taking the
hundred in ten seconds flat.
Ivey Fennell and Beckett are the
only remaining Tigers to retain
their status as undefeated thus far
this year. Ivey, in the broad jump,
cleared a distance of twenty-two
feet 4 1-4 inches while Beckett
covered the two mile course in 5
min. 58 sec, Fennell was conceded
first place by Furman.
The Tigers have one of the best
aggregations in the state, or even
the South, and they have been really
"hot" this year. Coach Norman
should be quite pleased with the
showing his boys have made this

season.
Summary:
Shot putt—First, Edens (F); second, Farry (F); third, Fritts (C),
Distance, 43 ft.
Javelin throw—First, Seel. (F);
second, Chaplin (C); third, Johnson (C). Distance, 171 ft., 9 in.
High jump—First, Morgan (C);
Ceccotti (F), Walters (F), Dallastuions (C), all tied for second.
Height—5 ft., 8 in.
Mile run—First, Walker (C); second, Richardson (F); third, Thomason (C). Time, 4 min, 42.1 sec.
440 yard dash-^Pirst, Cargill (C);
second, Graham (C); third, Lachicotte (C). Time, 52.1 sec.
Pole vault — Fennell (C) and
Richards (C), tied for first; third,
W. Brubeck (F).—(Furman conceded first two places to Clemson).
Discus throw—First, Fritts (C);
second, Grant (F); third, Tisdale
(C). Distance, 119 ft., 9 in.
100 yard dash—First, Braziel (F)
second, Seel (F); third, Payne (C).
Time, 10 sec.

LUCKY TIGER HAIR TONIC
LUCKY TIGER SHAMPOO

Clemson's fast improving diamond
crew proved themselves too powerful for the boys from Erskine here
last Saturday, when they pounded
two pitchers for fourteen hits to
pile up a score of 10-2.
The Tigers started off with a
bang in the first inning gathering
six runs and giving Dude Buchanan a substantial lead to work on.
Versatile Joe Blalock filled in at
first base in Buch's absence and
handled
himself like a veteran
around the initial sack, besides accounting for two of Clemson's hits.
This was Buck's first appearance as
a moundsman and he was very impressive; alloting only four scattered hits, and issuing one walk,
After the big first inning the
Tigers coasted and did not score
again until the fourth. In the fifth,
Good came through with his second home run of the game, his
first came in the big first inning.
On both occasions he drove a mate
home ahead of him.
Erskine's two tallys came in the
sixth frame when Walters singled
driving in a run; Walters was advanced to third on a single by Anderson, then scored, on a long fly
to right field. Clemson's final run
came in the last of the sixth, and
this ended the scoring for the afternoon.
ERSKINE
ab r h o
Overby ss
...A 10 4
Walters c
4 0 15
Anderson p fg ....
4 0 14
Nesbit lb
3 0 0 4
Hedrick cf
4 0 0 3
Rog'son rf-p
3 0 0 0
Plampin If .,
.... ....3 0 12
Moore 3b
3 0 1 1
Mills 2b
2 10 1
30 J 4 24

Totals
CLEMSON
Bickley rf
F Coakley cf
Belf If
Buchanan p
Blalock lb
Irick 3b
G Coakley ss
Good 2b
Coker c

„

,

„

ab r h o
5 2 3 2
5 0 1 2
5 110
5 1 1 0
5 1 2 15
5 12 0
3 2 2 2
4 2 2 1
4 0 0 5

Totals
41 10 14 27
Score by innings:
ERSKINE
000 002 000— 2
CLEMSON
. 600 121 OOx—10
Errors,
Anderson 2, Hedrick,
Overby 3, Moore, F. Coakley. Runs
batted in Buchanan 2, Irick 2, G.
Coakley, Good 4, Walters. Two-base
hits, Irick, G. C. Akley, Belk. Home
run, Good 2. Stolen base, Blalock
2, F. Coakley. Double play, Good
to Blalock. Left on base, Erskine 3,
Clemson 6. Base on balls, off Buchanan 1, Robertson 1. Strickouts,
Buchanan 3, Anderson 1, Robertson 1, Hits, off Anderson 5 in 1;
Robertson 9 in 7. Wild pitch, Robertson. Losing pitcher, Anderson.
Umpires, Spearman and Spearman.
Time 2:28.

120 yard high hurdles—First, Pasley (C); second, Morgan (C); third,
Wagner (F). Time, 16.1 sec.
880 yard run—First, Sills (C);
second, Dickerson (C); third, Goodman (C). Time, 2 min., 5.4 sec.
220 yard dash—First, Braziel (F);
second, Payne (C); third, Lachicotte
(C). Time, 22.9 see.
Two-mile run — First, Beckett
(C); second, Richardson (F); third,
Hickerson (C). Time, 5 min., 58 sec.
220 yard low hurdles-^-First, Pasley (C); second, Seel (F); third,
Morgan (C). Time, 27 sec.
ond, Pasley (C); third, Ceccotti (F).
Broad jump—First, Ivey (C); sec- Distance, 22 ft., 4 1-4 in.

SEE-

HCKE SLCAN
For New Spring Goods
Palm Beach Suits and Slacks, New Sport Shirts and
Shoes, Arrow Shirts and Interwoven Socks.

LARGE SIZES
BOTH FOR

J&Q/*
1*y*P

The Clemson golf team downed
the P. C. linkmen yesterday afternoon 10-8 on the Clinton . Golf
Course in their final match before the South Carolina Intercollegiate Golf Tournament at Forest Lake Country Club in Columbia on Friday, May 2nd.
William Mclntosh, and J.
D.
Christopher won their individual
matches 2 1-2-1-2 and 3-0. William MCintosh and j. D. Christopher won their foursome 1 1-3—1-2
while Height and Moore of P. C.
downed Forrester and Harmon 2 1-2
—1-2.
The Intercollegiate Golf Tournament will be a one-day, 36-hole
medal play tournament with competition to be held in the four-man
team and individual classes. The
low medalist will automatically become the individual champion and
will be the recipient of a trophy
as will the four-man team with the
low aggregate score. The Citadel
has won the team trophy for the
past two years and. will make a
real effort to gain the third leg of
this 1941 tourney so that they may
gain permanent possession. On the
other hand, Clemson as well as
other colleges are determined to
stop The Citadel's monopoly of this
event.
A staff statistician reports in the
Whitworth college Whistle that
"there are only three clean saddle
oxfords on the campus and two
approximately clean."

The College
Cafe
One Of
South Carolina's
Finest Restaurants
Will each week award a
free steak dinner to an outstanding Clemson College
Cadet. George Cavalaris,
owner, has announced this
week's winner to he:

2-25c TUBES

KODAK FILMS
All Sizes In Stock

,

LIFEBUOY
SHAVING CREAM

330

8 mm Movie Films
35 mm Candid Films

25c SIZE
PEPSODENT TOOTH-PASTE
or POWDER FREE WITH EACH

FLASH BULBS

PEPSODENT TOOTH BRUSH

40000

OCCASIONS

PRESS

| £ A,

500 *

*jy

2 TUBES 25c

MEDFORD RAZOR BLADES

PHOTO FLOOD

PALMOLIVE SHAVE CREAM

F0R

150and 300

330

25

250

"

INGRAM'S

L C. M;irtin EImg Co.

BOWLING CENTER
LADIES INVITED

p. S. McCOLLUM, Owr ier
The Official ( College Book And S upply Store

DUCK PINS

Linkmen Defeat
P. C. Team, 10-8

•

FOR ALL

GO BOWLING TONIGHT
IT'S FUN

SPORTS'.. ••
The Tigers will meet the Game-,
cock baseballers here on Friday afternoon in their first meeting of
the season, and will round out their
week when they meet Wofford at
Spartanburg on Saturday.
Since George Coakley, and James
Good have began to hit, the Tigers
have - played very much improved
brand of ball and have won games
by very decisive scores. With the
consversion of Joe Blalock and
"Dude" Buchanan to the mound
staff, and the continued fine performances of Win Holliday and
Dogson, who have been turning in
some very fine pitching of late,
the Clemson team should continue
to win games as of the past week.
Joe Grugan, ace Gamecock hurler, is in top form having won five
straight games and he will probably give the Tigers quite a bit* of
trouble.
Blalock is in line to get the nod
for mound on Friday, and Dobson
is slated to twirl against Wofford
on Saturday. This leaves Buchanan for any relief work that might
be necessary, and saves Holliday
for the coming week.

Junior R. O. T. C. Men Use Your Credit

GREETING CARDS

If you want to feel like a
"Kid" again—if you want
to get rid of surplus fat
and harden up flabby
muscles . . .

Baseball Game
Be Played Here
Friday Afternoon

JULIAN DUSENBURY
We think that he deserves
a free steak dinner and a
clipping of this adi will
pay for it.
Watch this space each
week for the cadet of the
week—the winner of a
steak dinner.
Close 1:00 A. M.
Open 6:30 A. M.

The College Cafe
CLEMSON'S
FINEST
RESTAURANT
Seating Capacity
120 Persons.
Private Dining Room.
George Cavalaris, Owner
Member Of IPTAY

im
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Thames, Dusenbury And Gardiner Elected Heads Tiger Brotherhood
Former N. C. Governor Hoey To Make
Clemson Commencement Address June 2
Poole Announces
Tentative Plans
Tentative plans for graduation
exercises this year call for a threeday program ending with the award
of diplomas in the amphitheater at
six-thirty' Monday afternoon, June
2, it was announced yesterday by
Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, Clemson president. North Carolina's former governor Clyde R. Hooey will
be the commencement rpeaker.
The program will begin Saturday,
May 31, which has been set aside
as Alumni Day.
The baccalaureate sermon will be
delivered Sunday by the Reverend
Capers Satterlee, pastor of Christ
Episcopal Church in Mobile, Ala.,
former rector of Holy Trinity parish
at Cle.mson.
The annual oratorical contest for
the Trustee Medal, awarded yearly
by the Board of Trustees tc the outstanding speaker at Clemson, will
be held Monday morning. ROTO
graduates will be awarded their
commissions as reserve officers iater in the morning, with Colonel H.
M. Pool, Commandant, awarding
the certificates.
An informal reception for the
parents and friends of graduating
seniors will be held early Monday
afternoon.
Clyde R. Hooey, former governor
Df North Carolina, will be the
speaker at Commencement exercises
Monday afternoon. In speaking of
the famed "good will governor"
President Poole termed him "one
of the South's ablest speakers, and
one that will be a priviledge to
hear.'

Carnegie Society
To Present Three
Open Air Concerts
The Carnegie Music Society will
present the first in a series of three
Sunday night open air concerts
in the amphitheater next Sunday
night at 7:45.
Paul Bollh, pre-med junior from
Orangeburg, persident of the society, has planned the three concerts,
to be given on consecutive Sunday
nights,' to suit the tastes of the
majority of students.
'We don't to make the programs
too heavy to be enjoyable, but at
the same time want to include much
of the wealth of great music that
the Carnegie library has to offer.'
Bolin said. "It is to be hoped that
the corps will take an active interest in the series."
The program as prepared for this
Sunday's concert is listed gelow. It
will last approximately an hour.
1—Introduction to Act III from
Lohengrin* by Wagner.
2—Symphony No. 5 in E Minor,
2nd movement, largo, by Dvorak.
3—Dance of the Comedians, from
The Bartered Bride, by Smetana.
4—Excepts from the Scheherezade Suite, by Rimski-Korsakov.
5—Voices for Spring, waltz, by
Strauss.
6—Finlandia, tone poem, by 'Sibelius.
7—Prelude to Act 1, by Wagner.

HHP^

Some Can, Some
Cant, Doctor
Tells Howcome

Tapped Into Blue Key Today—

' Stanford University, Calif. (APC)
—Science stills is unable to explain
why some persons can drink heavily while others cannot, according
to Dr. Henry Newman of the Stanford university faculty.
Experiments have been made at
the university to prove or. disprove
every theis that has been advanced on the subject. They were
all found untrue.
"Many people," said Dr. Newman, "believed an habitual heavy
drinker can 'take it' because alcohol passes more slowly into his
blood
stream.
But experiments
showed that the chronic drinker's
blood absorbs alcohol more rapidly.
"Many believe that alcohol goes
HONORED:—Here "are Professor Ben Goodale, ana Dr. Rube Fike
more slowly to the brain of the
who were named to honorary membership in Blue Key, national
heavy drinker, but our workers
honor leadership fraternity in the light of their outstanding conhere found it goes more rapidly.
tributions to Clemson,
"Others suggest that the habituated drinker remains sober because
his I .dy burns up the alcohol at
a high rate of speed. But our experiments showed alcohol is burned up in both amateur and professional drinkers
at exactely the
same rate."
Dr. Newman holds that the only
possible explanation is that the
chronic drinker has acquired some
mysterious "tolerance" to alcohol,
Frank Barnes, Rock Hill elecAiken Mays,
pre-med junior
a mechanism that permits him to
absorb alcohol without showing its trical engineering junior was last from Columbia was named chairweek elected president of the Cal- man of the Calhoun State Foreneffects.
houn Forensic
Society for the sic Tourney, which wiU be held
coming year. He succeeds R. L. here in the spring of 19, succeeding A. L. Brooks of Florence.
Stoddard, of Owings.
Other
officers elected were J.
Walter H. Goggans, pre-med sophomore from Newberry was elect- H. Stevenson, Marion, critic; R. H.
Sumter, corresponding
ed first vice president, and Frank Strange,
A. Greeg, animal husbandry, jun- secretary; R. F. Poole, secretary
Professor L. V. Starkey, head of ior from Florence was elected sec- and treasurer; and E. E. Dodson,
the nimal husbandry department, ond vice president.
Columbia, sergeant at arms.
yesterday spoke over radio station
WAIM, Anderson, during the Clemson college hour.
Discussing the problems of livestock produltion in South Carolina, Professor starkey offered suggestions as to how the farmers of
the state may produce more and
Ben R. Leonard, vocational ag- of the Clemson rural sociology debetter beef cattle, hogs, and other
animals.
ricultural junior from Due West, partment and present head of the
"If South Carolina is to have real has been elected president of the department of rural sociology at
the University of Georgia, was a
diversification of its agriculture",
he said, "more livestock will have Tri-State collegiate 4-H club con- guest speaker at the convention.
North Carolina State, University
to be produced. Professor Stark- ference to succeed Dorothy Banks,
ey pointed out the the natural ad- of the Women's College of the of Georgia, W- C- U. N. C, Winthrop and Clemson were reprevantages and possibilities which University of
North Carolina.
this state has for greater livestock Leonard, who was elected at the sented at the meeting.
production.
Clemson men who attended the
Camp Long conference early this
month, was chairman of the con- camp are R. L. Allison, J. C.
ference
recreational committee Agnew, E. R. Barrineau, K. G.
Bodie, J. P. Bruorton, J. M. Cleanlast year.
Dr. B. O. Williams, former head inger, H. S. Cotton, C. M Eaddy
and W. H. Eaddy.
Harry Sturgis, textile engineering
Also W. G. Derrick, J. E. Herjunior from Rock Hill, was recently
long, C. S. Hughey, H. D. Hughey,
appointed editor Of the YMCA
G. S. Jacobs, G. W. Jones, B. R.
Freshman Handbook, succeeding
Leonard, D. O. Martin, J. V. McDon Entzel, of Clemson.
Elveen, G. D. Rankin, and E. C.
Professor
C.
R.
Philpot,
head
of
Work on the book has begun and
Truett.
the
forge
and
foundry
department
Sturgis and his committee will have
of
the
school
of
engineering,
has
the book ready for distribution in
September. Mr. J. Roy Cooper, as- resigned his faculty position, school
sociate secretary of the YMCA, will authorities said early this week.
Professor Philpot, whose resignaserve as advisor for the book.
tion will be effective August 1,
Mr. B. R. Turner, and Mr. C. W. will go to the William R. Moore
Lombard, of the state department school of Thecnology as assistant
of education, will be here Friday director of the school.
Professor Philpot graduated here
and Saturday attending the eighth
annual Industrial Education Con- in electrical engineering in 1928 as
second honor graduate. He was a
test.
Mr. Turner is a member of the charter member and the first presicommittee which has worked on dent of Tiger Brotherhood, local
honor service fraternity. He was
this year's contest.
also president of the American SoOregon State college's radio sta- ciety of Mechanical Engineers
tion, KOAC, established in 1922 as while here.
He came back to Clemson in 1930
a 50-watter, was recently granted
as a member of the faculty.
a power increase to 5,000 watts.

Barnes President
Calhoun Forensic

;i

THE BOSS AND THE LADY:—Shown receiving
praise for the new 1941 Taps is Editor Ed Hallman, respectfully listening to his sponsor for the

Taps Ball and Banquet, Miss Diddle Leitner, Winthrop junior from Aiken. This year's Taps is being distributed to Cadets this week.

'41 Issue Taps Distributed
To Students This Week
Weinhiemer To Head
1941-'42 Glee Club
Cadet R. J. Weinhiemer, electrical
engineering junior from Erie, Pennsylvania was elected president of the
glee club last night at a meeting
at the "Y". S. M. Burton, electrical
engineering freshman from Belton
was elected vice-president, while M.
D. Watkins, agricultural junior
from Westminster, and W. C.
Hughes, general science sohphomore
from Norway were selected to the
office of business manager and secretary, respectively.

Huggin To Head
Radio Club Men
P. E. Huggin, electrical engineering junior from Gaffney, was elected president of the Radio Club
at », business meeting last Tues-"
day night. L. J. Levine, electrical
engineering junior from Lake City,
was - elected vice-president and S.
C. Stribling, electrical engeering
sophomore from Gaffney, was elected secretary. These officers replace
J. J. Rankin, J. E. Woodward, and
L. M. Barton, retiring officers.

Book Is Thirty
Pages Larger
Than Last Year

State Pilgrimage
To Fort Hill
Held Yesterday

Distribution of the 1941 Taps began here Tuesday night, he book,
edited this year by Ed Hallman, architecture senior from Aiken, has
student activity for its theme, and
contains thirty pages more than
the issue of last year, which was
named All-American in national
competition.
"This year's book was designed
to please the students," Editor
Hallman said. "Therefore, we tried
to make the book as informal and
true to student life as posible. We
hope that it portarys the activities
and memories in the life of the
average Clemson student."
Snapshots of the campus activities are placed throughout the book
this year instead of in sections,
thus adding to the informality of
the volume.
The book is bound in black and
red tooled leather. Printing was
done by the R. L. Bryant company
of Columbia and photography work
by the Photo Process company, of
Atlanta.

The annual pilgrimage of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy to the home of John C. Calhoun on the Clemson campus was
held yesterday, with members attending from all parts of the state.
In spite of inclement weather a
large number of persons visited
the historic shrine.
On Tuesday, April 29, the state
garden clubs of the Piedmont area.
will visit th& Calhoun Mansion, including it as a stop in their statewide tuor of historic beauty spots
in South Carolina.

Winthrop Group
To Give Program
A delegation from the Winthrop
Baptist Student Union will have
charge of the church service at the
Clemson Baptist Church, Snuday
morning, April 27, at 11:30 o clock,
according to an announcement by
Moise Johnson, president of the
Clemson B. S. U.
The program to be presented by
the Winthrop group will have as
its topic, "My Responsibility as A
Christian Student." Members of
the group are June Baltzegar, Betty Bryant, Dorothy, Brunson, Helen Bryant, Prances Carwile, Christine Burton, Rosalind Kerns, Janie Ward, Caroline Woodruff, and
Vivian Major.

COLLINGS REVISES BOOK
The third edition of "Commercial Fertilizers", an agricultural
text book written by Dr. G. H.
Callings, head of the agronomy
department, was last week sent to
the printers for publication sometime in May.
The book, printed by P. BlakisA student mathematician anton Company, will be bound in nounces there are 305,259 3-4 bricks
waterproof binding and will con- on the outside of the seminary
tain numerous color photographs. building at Mount Angel college.
Dr. Collings said.

Starkey Heard
On Clemson Hour
Station WAIM

Leonard Elected President
4-H Collegiate Conference

Sturgis To Edit
YMCA Handbook

Philpot To Leave
Clemson August 1

GUARANTEED

Clemson Cadets

WATCH REPAIRS

Are Always Welcome At

Crystals Fitted While You Wait

Calhoun Soda Shop

FEINSTEIN
WATCH SHOP

Anderson , S. C.

Across Street From
Martin Drug: Store

STONE BROTHERS

Here's the veUesU\ng
treat m «* S°

occasions- ** ■

l0

M

Complete Outfitters To Men, Young
Men, and Students

L

Greenville, S. C.
108 N. Main Street

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

helps

AT

class, ****£> H^sbligvX

SULLIVA1VT
HARDWARE CO.
in iinfiiiirii ■■- ' "■* "• I-

, «,in.-«,a.W.w

;—-

1^1

Anderson, South Carolina

There's something about
Coca-Cola,—ice-cold,—that stops
thirst in its tracks. Its delightful
taste brings you the experience
of complete thirst satisfaction.
So when you pause throughout
the day, make it the pause that
refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

5<

plus tax

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
C. K. HOOVER, M*r.

ANDERSON, S. C.

Cejjii$h;.194i, iMOtn* UrutJeuamSt)-

New Officers
Replace Awtrey,
Owen, Perry
Frank H. Thames, chemical engineering junior from Charleston,
was Tuesday night elected president of Tiger Brotherhood, campus
honor service fraternity, succeeding Bill Awtrey, of Columbia.
Julian Dusenbury,
agricultural
economics junior from Florence, was
elected vice-president, succeeding
Sam Owen, of Columbia. Walker
Gardiner, agricultural sophomore
from Florence was elected secretary
and treasurer, relieving Robert Perry, of Savannah. The new officers
will take over their new duties at
the next meeting of the club.
Thames, an honor student, is a
regimental sergeant-major, Master
Alchemist of Alpha Chi ,• Sigma,
honorary chemistry fraternity, and
member of the national scouters
fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega.
Dusenbury holds the rank of battalion sergeant-major, and is president of the junior class, member
of the YMOA cabinet, member
Alpha Phi Omega, member Young
Democrats club, member agricultural economics club, and was re-.,
cently recognized by "Who's Who
In American Colleges and Universities."
Gardiner is president of the sophomore class, president of the
freshman honor society, Phi Eta
Sigma, is a regimental color corporal, member Pershing Rifles, and
is winner of the Sear's scholarship
sophomore award.

Defense Force Be
Organized Here
The Oconee County Unit of the
South Carolina Defense Force, an
organization intended to replace the
National Guard which has been
mustered into service, is being organized here.
At a meeting Monday night a
stering committee composed of representatives of all the American
Legion Posts in the county decided
o nplaces for enlistments. Persons
between 21 and 55 years of age in
this county who are not subject
to immediate draft and who desire
to enroll may do so by seeing Dean
W. H. Washington in Room 103,
Education Building. Friday, April
25 has been set for enrollment day
in this county.
Service in the organization is
voluntary and without pay. A physical examination will be required.
It is understood that there will be
four drill periods of one and onehalf hours each month. Approximately forty members will be
equipped with uniforms and fire
arms.

